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that contributes to a deeper understanding of the pathophysiology of brain disorders such as schizophrenia and autism. The goal of the training program is to support scholars with a strong background in one or more of the following areas: 1) basic and clinical research methods and theory (e.g., machine learning, biostatistics, computational neuroscience); 2) clinical neuroimaging methods (e.g., MRI,
fMRI, EEG, DTI, ASL); 3) neurocognitive psychology; 4) human genetics; and 5) behavioral pharmacology. These areas are supported by a dynamic and ever-expanding intellectual environment encompassing laboratories from three colleges: Human Development and Psychology, Biological and Biomedical Sciences, and Neuroscience. Through this network of instructors, we will provide trainees
with an excellent education and a unique perspective on the challenges of understanding brain disorders and their treatments. Our goal is to produce scholars equipped to carry out transformative science and to be successful in research careers as independent investigators. To accomplish this goal, we propose a 3 year postdoctoral training program to identify and develop translational neuroimaging
scholars. Scholars will receive broad didactic training and specialized research training in a core set of areas important to translational neuroimaging including: 1) clinical neuroimaging methods; 2) theory and methods in neuroscience; 3) human genetics; 4) biostatistics; and 5) behavioral pharmacology. Trainees will also be paired with an outstanding research mentor. Trainees will participate in a

12-18 month postdoctoral program that includes rotations to laboratories at the UC Irvine, Stanford University, UCLA, and the UC San Diego. During this period, trainees will carry out their research, under the mentorship of their primary research mentor, and will be exposed to a broad range of ideas and techniques while providing feedback on their research direction. The University of California,
Irvine, is an ideal setting for training of scholars in translational neuroimaging due to its strong programs in basic and translational neuroscience research, high levels of NIH funding, and excellent interdisciplinary research environment. PUBLIC HE 82157476af
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